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Kenmore 90 series washer parts list

Деякі функції Word відображаються Google Документах Якщо ви досо зміни осо налацтуваня цих ццнц Докладнце Shop by Appliance Type Shop By Type Agitator Directional Cogs PartSelect Number PS388034 Parts No. 80040 This series is used for changing the agitated direction cogs (stirring dog, repair kit,
(Dog stirring, dog stirring) A agitator is what creates a loop that breaks through your washing machine to tumble your clothes during the washing machine cycle. Your agitator will rotate one way or another. The agitated dog is what prevents the agitation from rotating in both directions while allowing it to rotate in one
direction. Your stirring cog may not function properly if you can manually rotate the stirring machine in both directions. If broken, they must be replaced, the cog can be found by simply removing the softener dispenser and removing it. This replacement part has 4 cogs, 4 cogs per packaging consisting of high quality
plastic. This section comes in white/beige. Fix these symptoms, do not dispensing softener/ detergent, the remaining marks on the clothes, loudly see more. Instructions to install the mic from Kent Washer WA will not stir the first pry off the hat of the agitator, then use the socket to remove the bolts that secure the plastic
cup into it. Once this cup is removed, you will get a broken cog, slip the new cog down to the bottom of the cup and slide the cup back into the stirring housing, using the side compartment for instructions (you may want to remove the whole stirring machine and assemble everything upside down, then flip it all back to
install, so the cog will not fall off). Tighten the bolts, snap the lid back into the top of the stirring machine and you're done. Easy repair Read more... Touch Color - White Parts Select Number PS385132 Parts No. 72017 This touch color can be used with a wide range of household appliances. It is most commonly used
with washers, dryers, refrigerators, dishwashers, freezer ranges, garbage compressors or microwaves. It is 18 ml or .6. Oz Liquid Touch Up Color Bottle There are also brushes for easy operation. This fast and long-lasting drying color is perfect for fixing nick scratches or chips on the outside of your machine. The
instructions to install Michelle from Richardson TX scratches in this product surface come in a bottle with a brush like liquid paper. A second coat may be needed. I wanted to prevent rust in, so I covered the scratches and dings. A little brighter since my washing machine is 10 years old, but it still looks great Read
more... Suspension Spring Section Selector No. PS11743345 Parts Manufacturer WP63907 Suspension Spring supports the outer sink and keeps the sink steady during loading that can cause imbalance. If this part is broken, wear or stretch, and spring loss can cause unbalanced loads, which can lead to excessive
vibration, motion, noise and leakage. For this repair you will need 1/4 nut drivers, knives, putty, screwdrivers, flat blades and needle nose pliers. Remove the power supply, filling pipes and drains so you can access it safely and easily (there is a nearby container for water left in the drain). This item is sold individually,
which is important, since you may need to repair several springs in your machine, which have three hanging springs. As an affordable part, we recommend buying several times at a time, since it is very useful to have a part in hand. Fix these symptoms, leak, noise, shake and move, see more. Installation instructions
brian from Seattle, WA The sink washer slams into the washer body during the spinning cycle if you load the washing machine unevenly, it will spin out of balance. But our washing machine appears to be noisy during the rotation cycle, regardless of how the load is distributed. I wonder if the suspension or balance spring
started to get tired and ordered a replacement kit. The sink is placed at the back of the washing machine, making two of the three fountains suspended, relaxing, and they are quite easy to pull out with pliers. After the first two out, I had to support the tub with a couple of 2x4s to relax the third spring suspension. The
installation is a reverse removal - install the lower hanging spring, remove the 2x4s, then install two more hanging springs. With $25 in parts and about 15 minutes, my washing machine rotates more quietly. Read more... direct drive motor coupling part PS1485646 manufacturer part number 285753A parts couplings this
direct drive motor (direct drive motor coupling, motor coupling, washer motor coupling, coupling kit) provides a padded connection between the gear and the motor shaft. It attaches to direct drive transmission and motor shaft. If this part is defective, it will affect the agitator in your washing machine due to its direct
connection to the motor. Your washing machine may not spin slowly or not rotate at all. The joint must be replaced when there is no longer a corresponding connection between the transmission and the motor shaft. The joint can be worn over time due to the position between the two key parts of the dryer, depending on
the material fatigue. Time from regular use or breakage caused by frequent overload. The piece measures about 2 inches in diameter and is made up of plastic and metal. This version comes in black/white. Jeff installation instructions from Wayne, NJ No movement from basket &amp; agitator, the task looks awesome,
but it becomes very simple. Place the shallow pan under the pump to catch the water in the pump and the hose. Open the hose clamp with pliers or a locking slot (better) and slide the hose out of the water pump. Remove the electrical connector from the motor and two wires from the capacitor. Remove the two screws
that secure the clamp, then emerge two clamps. You will need to hold the motor with one hand while you remove the clamp or fall to the floor when removing the clamp. One piece of assembly joints is attached to the motor and the other is attached to the gear drive shaft. If you want to clean the mess created by the
shredded rubber mid part of the coupling kit, you need to remove the motor mounting plate. It is held by two bolts and removed, making it easier to install the joints, but it may not be necessary, pushing the second half of the joint to the gear drive shaft until the shaft is washed off with the face of the joint. Install the new
rubber center part on the joint and install the motor mounting plate again. Install the other half of the joints on the motor shaft and lift the motor up to the joints. You need to rotate the motor shaft by spinning the fan impeller until the joint line is up so that you can slide into the other half of the joint. Then simply put the
connector motor and the water pump in reverse order of disassembly. Read more... Pipe Clamp Parts PS11743008 Parts Manufacturer WP596669 This pipe clamp is used in a wide range of household appliances. Most often found in washing machines, dishwashers, refrigerators, freezers, dehumidifiers, garbage
disposal or air conditioners. This clamp is used to securely attach the pipe to the other parts of the machine, which prevents leakage from those connections. Depending on the machine, it can attach the pipe to the drainage pump, water inlet valve, pressure switch and nozzle. We recommend that you refer to a model-
specific diagram for the appropriate use and exact placement. This pipe clamp is made of metal and sold individually. To access and replace this section, you will need drivers, bolts, pliers and screwdrivers. Before you start any repair work, you can use the Make sure you unplug your appliances and turn off the tap water



if there is. Add added jeff installation instructions from lindenhurst, IL washer water leak ingress hose clamp, remove the nozzle valve and nozzle assembly, replace both and tighten with a new hose clamp. The 20-year-old washing machine and this is the first problem - hopefully now it will be good for another 20 years!
Read more... Agitator Bolt Selection Number PS11741866 Parts No. WP358237 This series has one screw with rubber gasket and threaded sealant. The screw head is 7/16, fix these symptoms of leaking the pump loudly, but it does not rotate more... Dexter installation instructions from Milwaukie, OR, the washing
machine made a noise at the end of the cycle, the generator leaked and the agitator seemed loose, after entering the model number of your appliance, you will be taken to the page where all the parts are displayed according to the section. On that page, in the middle there is a heading called Search Symptom Section.
Basically, I have three areas of problem, sound leakage and problems with stirring. I focused on the noise first and decided I wanted to change the clutch/brake assembly. This video is all you need to access all the moving parts under the cupboard. After removing the console, rear panel and cabinet, and then placing the
machine on the back, as seen in the video, I can access the water pump, transmission motor and the relevant clutch/brake parts. It turns out that I don't want a clutch/brake assembly, but as a precaution, and since the parts are cheap, I replaced the motor joints, water pumps and sink pads. I decided to change the
stirring assembly because many of the worn parts involved dog ears. I put the machine back straight and removed the top cap on the stirring machine, then had an inner cap with a seal that gave access to the 7/16 bolts, you had to remove it to remove the agitator. I used a wrench to remove the wrench nut. I removed
the plastic pipe ring (there are several clips around the outer sink), then removed the inner washer sink to replace the drive block. Changing the drive block stops the noise at the end of the rotation cycle. Now just return the command to put the machine back together and you do. For my situation, it is best to separate the
machine and decide which parts I need before ordering to minimize errors. These machines are made very cheap and are designed to brake at some point in time and it is very easy to determine which parts are. In this process, I also noticed that my leakage (I said that leakage) came from. There are two improperly
installed pipe fasteners from the factory, so check all the fasteners, pipes etc. and you should be good to go of more... Direct Drive Water Pump Parts Select Ps11741239 Parts Manufacturer WP3363394 Direct Drive Drainage Pump (Direct Whirlpool Drive Washer Pump, Drainage Pump, Washer Drain Pump, Water
Pump) Remove water from the washing machine during the drainage cycle without using a belt. If the water is not drained or there is a leak, you may have a problem with your pump. You must replace this section if there is a blockage or blockage. Although the symptoms may point to a malfunctioning drainage pump,
there may actually be a problem with the connecting pipe. This pump is directly connected to the motor and comes in white plastic. This replacement part has 1 direct drive water pump with 2 ports to allow water to pass: larger and smaller machines. Fix these filling symptoms and drain at the same time water leakage
see more RICHARD installation instructions from PHILA, PA replace the water pump joints, remove the casing end over the washer, remove the water pump. The motor is disconnected, then replaces the joints, then assemble the motor, then replace the water pump. Read more... Centerpost PartSelect Gasket No.
PS11723081 Manufacturer Part Number W10814296 This part may be called the main outer basin seal. The gasket is about 2 inches in diameter to the black outer edge and is made of plastic material. To carry out this repair, you will need to remove the wires, drains and inlet pipes. To access the sink assembly, the sink
must be completely removed. This is the genuine part that comes directly from the manufacturer. Fix these symptoms, dexter installation instructions from Milwaukie, or the washing machine, make a loud bang at the end of the cycle, the generator, the water leaking and stirring seem loose, after entering the model
number of your appliance, you will be taken to the page where all the parts are displayed according to the section. On that page, in the middle there is a heading called Search Symptom Section. Basically, I have three areas of problem, sound leakage and problems with stirring. I focused on the noise first and decided I
wanted to change the clutch/brake assembly. This video is all you need to access all the moving parts under the cupboard, which used to be part of what you're changing. Recommend watching this video! After removing the console, rear panel and cabinet, and then placing the machine on the back, as seen in the video,
I can access the water pump, transmission motor and the relevant clutch/brake parts. It turns out that I don't want a clutch/brake assembly, but as a precaution, and since the parts are cheap, I replaced the motor joints, water pumps and sink pads. I decided to change the stirring assembly because many of the worn
parts involved dog ears. I put the machine back straight and removed the top cap on the stirring machine, then had an inner cap with a seal that gave access to the 7/16 bolts, you had to remove it to remove the agitator. I used a wrench to remove the wrench nut. I removed the plastic pipe ring (there are several clips
around the outer sink), then removed the inner washer sink to replace the drive block. Changing the drive block stops the noise at the end of the rotation cycle. Now just return the command to put the machine back together and you do. For my situation, it is best to separate the machine and decide which parts I need
before ordering to minimize errors. These machines are made very cheap and designed to brake at certain times and it is very easy to determine which parts are worn because they are mainly made of plastic. In this process, I also noticed where my leaks (I said the leak) came from. There are two improperly installed
pipe fasteners from the factory, so check all the fasteners, pipes etc. and you should be good to go of more... Pipe Clamp No. PS11740613 Parts Number Manufacturer WP285655 Pipe Clamp is used to fasten water pipes in place, which prevents water leakage. Sometimes the clamp may lose the ability to latch, causing
the washing machine to leak. For installation, you will need a flat head screw to replace the clamp and drill to access the screw to remove the front of the washing machine. Be careful if you do not have specific pliers, as the clamps can fly out. When the front of the washing machine is removed, look for water damage
quickly or a clear sign that the leak is coming from. If it is not clear, run the water to test these symptoms, the instructions to install Stephen from Laveen, the pump drive AZ leaked, it takes some trial and error, but overall is not a difficult project. 1. Use the front cover close of 2. Undo spring pull to loosen the belt 3.
Remove the belt, remove the wheel, pulley, slacker and belt free from the large wheel, 4.disconect, straps and pipes of 5.undo bolt mounted motor. (4) 6. Remove the motor from the washing machine and remove the 3 screws that secure the pump to the motor 7.The pump has melted with the shaft and needed me
chisel the pump out of the shaft of 8.attach the new pump dispensing. 9.Reattach belt holder motor bolts, pipes, and rabbit wires of 10.attach the belt and test pump of 11.Put the front back on. Clutch Parts PS334641 Manufacturer Part No. 285785 Clutch Assembly (Clutch Washer Clutch) It is found in your washing
machine and is responsible for spinning the basket during the rotation cycle. The clutch liner can be worn over time. If the clutch liner is damaged, the clutch assembly will not rotate properly to release the brakes. If you notice a burning smell or vibrator and move more than usual, this may indicate a problem with your
clutch. If the washing machine rotates when the washing machine basket is empty, but not when it is full, or if the assembly starts to turn blue, you may need to replace the clutch assembly. This kit includes blue spring cam brake drivers for large capacity black spring washers for compact washers and installation
instructions. The lever is removed from the inside of the sink, since it is connected to the gear shaft, turn on the rear washer to access the motor, remove the water pump, drive directly from the drive motor, remove the drive bolt, remove the 3 gear mounting bolts and remove the gears, the motor shaft, etc... together from
under washtub, the clutch sliding out of the gear shaft with a slight fidgeing and reassembed assembly, easily installed that was previously all together... then turn the vortex! Read more... More
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